
SCORPION manual
Code PM07031-XXX

Load:150kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 7kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION manual is an innovative 
product that combines the characteristics of a relax 
mechanism to those of a backrest. The ease of use and 
the elegance of the movement make this mechanism 
a moving piece of art. The user just need to move 
the weight back in order to activate the synchronized 

mechanism that allows the opening of the footrest and 
backrest at the same time, increasing the seat depth 
of 270mm in comfort, completely transforming the 
finished product.
SCORPION manual is the ideal product for closed base 
furniture.

270 mm

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION motorized
Code PE07031-XXX

Cycles:30.0008kg+/- 1kg Load:150KgMotorized 270mm Armchairs Sofas Warranty

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION motorized is an innovative
product that combines the characteristics of a mechanical
relaxation to those of a backrest. The simplicity of use and
the elegance of the movement make this mechanism a
work of art. The synchronized motor movement between
the mechanics and the backrest, once activated, increases
the seat depth by 270mm, completely transforming the

finished product. The motorized version also allows the 
user to choose the positioning of the mechanism in 
action according to the needs of comfort throughout 
the arc of the product movement.
SCORPION motorized is the ideal product in the 
realization of padded closed base.

275 mm

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION open base manual
Code PM08005-XXX

Load:150kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 8kg+/- 1kg 270 mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION open base manual is an innovative
product that combines the characteristics of a mechanical
to those of a backrest. Compared to the variants belonging
to the same family, the open base model differs in the 
design and functionality of the foot levers that allow, 
through the presence of the flap, to insert a footboard 
that remains hidden when the mechanism is closed, and
then appear during the opening with the aim of further 
increasing the space and comfort dedicated to the 

footboard area, as well as offering an inspiration to 
further customize the final design of the padded. 
As with all SCORPION manual mechanics, to operate the
mechanism just move the action of the user’s weight 
back in order to trigger the synchronization mechanism 
that allows the simultaneous opening of the footboard 
and backrest, increasing the seat depth of 270mm. 
SCORPION open base manual is the product indicated 
in the creation of padded open base.

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES

270 mm



SCORPION open base motorized
Code PE08005-XXX

Cycles:30.0009kg+/- 1kg Load:150KgMotorized 270mm Armchairs Sofas Warranty

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION open base motorized is an 
innovative product that combines the characteristics of
a mechanical to those of a backrest. Compared to the
variants belonging to the same family, the open base 
model differs in the design and functionality of the foot
levers that allow, through the presence of the flap, to
insert a footboard that remains hidden when the mechanism
is closed, and then appear during the opening with the

aim of further increasing the space and comfort dedicated
to the footboard area, as well as offering an inspiration 
to further customize the final design of the padded. 
The synchronized motor movement between the 
mechanics and the backrest, once actuated, increases 
the seat depth by 270 mm. SCORPION open base 
motorized is the product indicated in the creation of 
padded open base.

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

270 mm

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION open base smart manual
Code PM08015-XXX

Load:150kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 7kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION open base smart manual is the
“simplified” version of the SCORPION open base manual.
The result is a product that combines the fundamental 
characteristics of the Scorpion family and the same, in open
base version, dedicated to a less demanding audience.
The key feature that distinguishes the smart open base 
from its namesake is the lack of the flap, with the result 
of having a padded finish characterized by a “standard 

footboard space”, leaving unchanged the possibility of
creating a padded open base. To operate the product, simply
move the action of the user’s weight back in order to trigger
the manual synchronization mechanism that allows the 
simultaneous opening of the footboard and backrest, 
increasing the seat depth of 270mm. As suggested by 
the name, SCORPION open base smart manual is the 
ideal product in the design of padded open base.

270 mm

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION open base smart motorized
Code PE08015-XXX

Cycles:30.0008kg+/- 1kg Load:150KgMotorized 270mm Armchairs Sofas Warranty

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION open base smart motorized is
the “simplified” version of the homonymous SCORPION 
open base motorized. The result is a product that combines
the fundamental characteristics of the Scorpion family 
and the same, in open base version, dedicated to a less 
demanding audience. The key feature that distinguishes 
the smart open base from its namesake is the lack of the
flap, with the result of having a padded finish 

characterized by a “standard footboard space”, leaving
unchanged the possibility of creating a padded open base.
The synchronized motor movement between the mechanics
and the backrest, once activated, increases the seat depth
by 270mm, completely transforming the finished product.
As suggested by the name, SCORPION open base
smart motorized is the ideal product in the design 
of upholstered open base.

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

270 mm

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION recliner manual
Code PM07524-XXX

Load:150kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 7kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION recliner manual is the evolution
of the homonymous mechanism SCORPION manual.
The peculiarity of this mechanism is to combine the
characteristics of a mechanical with those of a backrest.
The extreme simplicity of use and the elegance of the
movement make its use unique. To operate it just move
the action of the weight of the user back so as to trigger
the mechanism of synchronization that allows the 

simultaneous opening of the footboard and the backrest
that, unlike the SCORPION manual, reclines by as much 
as 10°, (recliner function), increasing the seat depth of
270mm in comfort, completely transforming the finished
product both in aesthetics and usability. 
SCORPION recliner manual is the ideal product for 
the realization of padded closed base.

270 mm

10°

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES ACTUATOR KIT



SCORPION recliner motorized
Code PE07524-XXX

Load:150kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:30.0008kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

500
600
700

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

880

880

880Motorized

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES

Benefit: SCORPION recliner motorized is the
evolution of the homonymous mechanism SCORPION 
motorized. The peculiarity of this mechanism is to combine
the characteristics of a mechanical with those of a backrest.
The extreme simplicity of use and the elegance of the 
movement make its use unique. The synchronized 
motorized movement between the mechanics and the
backrest, once actuated, increases the seat depth of 270mm
as in the “motorized” version, moreover the backrest, once

opened, automatically tilts by 10°, (recliner function)
exponentially increasing comfort, completely transforming
the finished product in both aesthetics and usability. 
Unlike the manual version, the motorized control of the 
mechanism allows the user to find the ideal comfort 
position, according to their needs. SCORPION recliner 
motorized is the ideal product in the realization of 
padded closed base.

270 mm

10°



SCORPION XL manual
Code PM07179-XXXX

Load:200kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 13kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION XL manual is the version of the
homonymous SCORPION manual, designed for the 
realization of padding characterized by empty seats 
outside the standard (800mm). Despite the changes made
to meet the new needs of the market, in the case of XL
versions, the fundamental features that distinguish the 
family of Scorpion mechanisms remain unchanged, 

remaining in fact a sinuous and elegant mechanism in
shape and use. The synchronized manual movement 
betweenthe mechanics and the backrest, once activated,
increases the seat depth by 270 mm, completely 
transforming the finished product. 
SCORPION XL manual is the ideal product in the 
creation of padded closed base.

270 mm

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION XL motorized
Code PE07179-XXXX

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200Cycles:30.00015kg+/- 1kg Load:200KgMotorized 270mm Armchairs Sofas Warranty

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION XL motorized is the version of
the homonymous motorized SCORPION, designed for
the realization of padding characterized by empty seats
outside the standard (800mm). Despite the changes made
to meet the new needs of the market, in the case of XL
versions, the fundamental features that distinguish the
family of Scorpion mechanisms remain unchanged, 
remaining in fact a sinuous and elegant mechanism in shape

and use. The synchronized manual movement between 
the mechanics and the backrest, once activated, increases
the seat depth by 270 mm, completely transforming the
finished product. The motorized version also allows the
user to choose the positioning of the mechanism in action 
according to the needs of comfort throughout the arc of
the product movement. SCORPION XL motorized is the
ideal product in the realization of padded closed base.

270mm

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION XL open base manual
Code PM07775-XXXX

Load:200kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 13kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

270 mm270 mm

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES

Benefit: SCORPION XL open base manual is the
version of the homonymous SCORPION open base manual,
designed for the realization of padding characterized by
empty seats outside the standard (800mm). Despite the
changes made to meet the new needs of the market, in
the case of XL versions, the basic features that distinguish
the family of Scorpion and open base mechanisms remain
unchanged, being a sinuous and elegant mechanism in
shape and use as well as allowing, thanks to the new
design of the foot shoes (different from other versions 

without the open base feature), to have a flap that increases,
open mechanism, the space intended for the footboard 
area, offering an additional inspiration for comfort and 
customization of the design and characteristics of the 
padding. The synchronized manual movement between 
the mechanics and the backrest, once activated, increases
the seat depth by 270mm. 
SCORPION XL open base manual is indicated in the 
design of open base padding.



SCORPION XLopen base motorized
Code PE07775-XXXX

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200Cycles:30.00015kg+/- 1kg Load:200KgMotorized 270mm Armchairs Sofas Warranty

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES

Benefit: SCORPION  XL open base motorized is an 
XL version of the SCORPION family designed for extra 
size furniture (more than 800mm). Despite the changes 
made to meet the new needs of the market, in the case 
of XL versions, the basic features that characterize the 
family of Scorpion and open base mechanisms remain 
unchanged: sinuous and elegant mechanism in shape 
and use.  Thanks to the new design of the footrest 

(different from other versions that are not open base), 
there is a flap that, when is open, increases the footrest 
space offering an additional inspiration for comfort 
and customization of the design of the furniture. The 
synchronized motor movement between the mechanism 
and the backrest, once actuated, increases the seat depth 
by 270 mm. SCORPION XL open base motorized is the 
ideal product for open base furniture.

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

270 mm



SCORPION XL open base smart 
manual  Code PM08010-XXXX

Load:200kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 13kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION XL open base smart manual
is the “simplified” version of the SCORPION open base
manual. The result is a product that combines the 
fundamental characteristics of the Scorpion family and the
same, in open base version, dedicated to a less demanding
audience. The key feature that distinguishes the smart
open base from its namesake is the lack of the flap,
with the result of having a padded finish characterized
by a “standard footboard space”, leaving unchanged 
the possibility of creating a padded open base. In the
case of the XL versions, the fundamental characteristics

that distinguish the family of Scorpion mechanisms remain
unchanged, remaining in fact a sinuous and elegant 
mechanism in form and use. To operate the product, simply
move the action of the user’s weight back in order to trigger
the manual synchronization mechanism that allows the 
simultaneous opening of the footboard and backrest, 
increasing the seat depth of 270mm. As suggested by 
the name, SCORPION XL open base smart manual 
is the ideal product in the design of upholstered open 
base.

270 mm

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION XL open base smart 
motorized  Code PE08010-XXXX

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200Cycles:30.00015kg+/- 1kg Load:200KgMotorized 270mm Armchairs Sofas Warranty

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION XL open base smart motorized
is the “simplified” version of the homonymous SCORPION
open base motorized. The result is a product that combines
the fundamental characteristics of the Scorpion family and
the same, in open base version, dedicated to a less 
demanding audience. The key feature that distinguishes 
the smart open base from its namesake is the lack of the flap,
with the result of having a padded finish characterized by a
“standard footboard space”, leaving unchanged the 
possibility of creating a padded open base. In the case 

of the XL versions, the fundamental characteristics 
that distinguish the family of Scorpion mechanisms 
remain unchanged, remaining in fact a sinuous and elegant 
mechanism in form and use. The synchronized motor 
movement between the mechanics and the backrest, 
once activated, increases the seat depth by 270 mm, 
completely transforming the finished product. As suggested 
by the name, SCORPION XL open base smart motorized 
is the ideal product in the design of padded open base.

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

270mm

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION XL  recliner manual
Code PM07613-XXXX

Load:200kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:50.000Manual 13kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Benefit: SCORPION XL recliner manual is the 
version of the homonymous SCORPION recliner manual, 
designed for the realization of padding characterized by 
empty seats outside the standard (800mm). Despite the 
changes made to meet the new needs of the market, 
in the case of XL versions, the fundamental features 
that distinguish the family of Scorpion mechanisms 

remain unchanged, remaining in fact a sinuous and 
elegant mechanism in shape and use. The synchronized 
manual movement, once activated,increases the seat 
depth by 270 mm and reclines the backrest by as many 
as 10° (recliner function), completely transforming the 
finished product. SCORPION XL recliner manual is the 
ideal product in the creation of padded closed base.

270 mm

10°

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES



SCORPION XL  reclinermotorized
Code PE07613-XXXX

Load:200kgArmchairs Sofas WarrantyCycles:30.000Motorized 15kg+/- 1kg 270mm

Size

Backrest size

Standard sizes (mm)

800

Size maximum 
BackrestSize Mechanism

1200

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

270 mm

10°

Benefit: SCORPION XL recliner motorized is the
version of the homonymous SCORPION recliner motorized, 
designed for the realization of padding characterized 
by empty seats outside the standard (800mm). Despite
the changes made to meet the new needs of the market,
in the case of XL versions, the fundamental features that
distinguish the family of Scorpion mechanisms remain
unchanged, remaining in fact a sinuous and elegant 
mechanism in shape and use. The motorized movement

synchronized between mechanics and backrest, once 
actuated, increases the depth of seat of 270 mm and
reclines the backrest of 10° (recliner function), completely
transforming the finished product. The motorized version
also allows the user to choose the positioning of the
mechanism in action according to the needs of comfort
throughout the arc of the product movement. 
SCORPION XL recliner motorized is the ideal product 
in the creation of padded closed base.

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR REMOTES
IPAD/IPOD

CONTROL SYSTEM

CARTER

ACCESSORIES

FINISHES


